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Abstract—This paper demonstrates an example of an open-source, modular, and system independent framework that has been developed by a team of researchers working for the UK based DigiTwin project. The example in this paper is based on a framework for a digital twin operational platform (DTOP) that uses Flask Python, and is named DTOP-Cristallo. DTOP-Cristallo is an operational platform that uses HTML web pages as the interface between the digital twin simulations, both python based and 3rd party software based, and the user. This framework is particularly useful for connectivity with users, since it can deploy the digital twin with multiple accessibility options to accommodate a wide variety of intended uses.

I. MOTIVATION

The digital twin concept is a hot research topic, as described in the recent review papers — see for example [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. In the context of engineering applications, digital twins have four main elements (i) models (both physics- and data-based), (ii) data, (iii) digital connectivity, and (iv) representations of knowledge (e.g. contextual and expert knowledge) [7]. In order to realise a digital twin in practice, an operational platform is required. This will need to incorporate the necessary software and hardware components that enables the digital twin and user to interact with the corresponding physical twin. In this paper we will refer to such a combination of software and hardware as a digital twin operational platform (DTOP). The idea of a DTOP is closely related to that of a digital twin, however considerations such as security must be taken into consideration. Additionally, this allows for easy cloud-based services that may be required. Furthermore, there are trade-offs to be made. For example, cyber security of the digital twin is much more difficult to manage using a web-based platform.

The accessibility options for Flask are based on how the user connects to the Flask server. In general, there are three main categories of this connections as pictured in Figure 1. The first category is a standalone connection similar to the software developed by proprietary vendors. This allows a single user/machine access to the digital twin. Using a standalone DTOP gives the highest level of inherent security, but severely limits any collaborative or multi-discipline work to be performed on the system. On the counterpoint, the most accessible category is a server or web-based DTOP. This allows for a multitude of users access to the digital twin, however considerations such as security must be taken into consideration. Additionally, this allows for easy cloud-based resources such as virtual computing and databases. As a compromise between these two extremes, the final category is a LAN-based DTOP. This allows higher security of being locally on site, access local high-performance computing, and collaborative efforts by allowing multiple users simultaneously.

II. FRAMEWORK

Following the general definition of the envisaged digital twin operational platform, in this Section we briefly outline how the implementation of the prototype DTOP-Cristallo fits within the general open-source framework. The language at the core of the DTOP-Cristallo is Python, which is licensed under the PFS license agreement. In addition to the PFS license,
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starting from Python 3.8.6, examples, recipes, and other code in the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF and the Zero-Clause BSD license. The choice of Python as the core language is because it is to date a dominant programming language in a variety of web-based and scientific applications. Despite the criticism about its speed, Python can also be used to run expensive algorithms thanks to the widely available and accessible libraries for vectorized computing like Numpy, and high-performance computing like CUDA.

Within the Python ecosystem, Flask stands out as a server tool for a variety of reasons. First, Flask is computationally light-weight, is released under the BSD 2 license agreement, and has no auxiliary requirements for accessing various aspects such as databases, validating web forms, authenticating users or other high-level tasks. This is in contrast to other platform generation tools, where most choices are hard to change or adapt to specific needs. Flask has three main dependencies:

- routing, debugging and Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI)
- Jinja2 template
- command-line integration with Click

Because these dependencies come with the installation of Flask, the only requirement to run Flask is a computer with Python installed. Flask has also been chosen because of its accessibility and its thorough documentation, brought to life by the popular blog of Miguel Grinberg [10].

Flask provides the flexibility to structure the code in a way that the web-interface design is fairly independent from the development of the underlying mathematical code. This underlying mathematical code includes the code for dispatching the information gathered from the user, recorded data, and the pure mathematical simulations, leading to the utilisation of high-performance computing. The design of the web-interface can be done using the popular triad HTML5, CSS, and Javascript for responsive, interactive and animated browser-based graphical interfaces.

The open-source Plotly graphing libraries, under the MIT licence, were used to make the interactive plots. There are also working examples of Flask connecting with other popular tools for graphical interfacing, like React.js, which opens up exciting possibilities for non-browser-based applications. With Flask, the popular dichotomy frontend/backend can be fully exercised with only a few lines of code. Using Flask, the power of the high-level Python programming language can be fully harnessed, providing the inter-connectivity for multiple micro components that range from scientific computing to data management up to graphical interfacing. With this setup, the broad user-base can use a browser to interact with multiple components of the digital twin and trigger different computations, without any particular programming knowledge, whilst the knowledgeable user can download the open-source project and make the necessary changes. It is the hope that this setup will make digital twin technology more widely and easily accessible by the engineering community.

To aid in the development of this framework, a DTOP is separated into three levels as pictured in Figure 2. The first layer is the interface layer. This is the layer that contains aspects such as Flask, HTML, and the scientific simulations. DTOP-Cristallo has been focusing on the development of this layer with future work to incorporate and develop the other layers. The other two layers are focused on the software and hardware aspects of a DTOP. For the hardware aspects, the IoT layer focuses on the connection between the digital and physical twins. This includes the transfer of data from the physical to digital twin via the sensors and the transfer of data from the user to the physical twin. The last layer is the cloud computing layer. This involves the connection of the digital twin to remote computing options such as high-performance computing, virtual computing, and database storage.

III. Prototype Platform DTOP-Cristallo

DTOP-Cristallo is currently comprised of six individual tools/simulations that are used for various engineering applications. These tools range from nonlinear dynamic simulations, to uncertainty quantification, to comparing experimental and numerical data. To access these tools, links are provided on DTOP-Cristallo’s home page and the side bar on each tool.
This can be seen in Figure 3, which is the main home page for DTOP-Cristallo. To discuss the programmed tools, they are classified into three main categories, self-contained, file IO, and third party simulations.

A. Self-Contained Tools

Out of the six tools currently programmed, three of them are fully contained within the python programming. These are, Design under uncertainty, Structural vibration control, and Uncertainty propagation. While each is programmed differently by different programmers with different styles, all three of these only require the functions specifically written by the programmer or built-in for python. To simplify, these tools are split into two separate files: one that contains the scientific code, or functions, that perform the main calculations through the input by the user and the other one that interacts with Flask, gathers the user’s input, calls the main calculation, and sends the results back to Flask. This separation is particularly useful for the development of DTOP-Cristallo because it minimizes the required knowledge for a new programmer to have in order to contribute with their scientific code.

To demonstrate how the user interacts with DTOP-Cristallo and the programmed tools, Figure 4 shows the input selection options used in the structural vibration control tool. This tool investigates three distinct vibration control algorithms that can be used to reduce the resonance response of a mechanical structure. In general, this is very important in order to reduce the large oscillations that the structure can experience during an external harmonic excitation such as an earthquake or wind-based loading. These various algorithms include both passive and active methods to achieve this result. The user can apply various algorithm parameters in order to determine an optimal set of parameters.

This tool shows how a user interacts and gives parameter values to the simulation. Since the interface is written in HTML, the input can be a variety of values. For this specific tool, there are Boolean input, text-based numerical values, and numerical sliders. Some other possible inputs include text entries and file locations. Once the user has made their selection, the information is sent to Flask and the tool upon clicking the “Simulate” button below the parameter boxes.

B. File IO Tools

The second category of tools relate to the use of external data through data-files that store information. There are two tools in DTOP-Cristallo that fall under this category, Nonlinear control-based continuation and Experimental cross-validation. These are categorized by the use of an external file that is maintained within the Git repository. For the experimental cross-validation, both previously calculated numerical model and experimental results are stored as numpy arrays. This tool gathers the information from the arrays and plots them against each other. An example of this information is seen in Figure 5. Currently, this tool purely plots the comparison between the prototypes and their numerical models. However, this tool can be expanded to test and quantify a few different important aspects. One of the most important aspects that it can quantify is the part-to-part variability that is inherent from manufacturing tolerances and material variability. Since four nominally identical prototypes were constructed at separate locations using different material stock, the dynamic characteristics of this structure are different from each other. While this is expected, keeping the variability to acceptable levels is important to ensure the system’s robustness.

The nonlinear control-based continuation uses the files in a more interactive method by both reading and writing to the saved numpy arrays. This tool consists of two frequency sweeps (both increasing and decreasing) and a numerical continuation on the nonlinear properties of the structure. To perform the calculations, each evaluation appends its value to the numpy array that is saved in the file. While this method of
programming is not optimal, it does showcase an interesting implementation that can be utilised for other systems.

C. 3rd Party Simulations Based Tools

The last category currently implemented into DTOP-Cristallo is based on the connectivity to external programs. There is currently one tool that fits within this category, which is finite element analysis. This tool takes in user parameters such as, material properties, analysis parameters, and mesh information, then generates an ABAQUS run script that can perform the finite element analysis. The system with the default mesh size can be seen in Figure 6. Finite element analysis is a very commonly used simulation in structural design. This tool is particular because it is able to modify the material properties and predict the dynamic characteristics of the structure. There are two main uses of this tool with the first being a model calibration procedure. This would incorporate experimental data and modify the material properties to accurately model the physical twin. The other use is for investigating a possible material/heat treatment change.

In order to perform this analysis, the tool takes some required data (geometry data, material assignment, etc.) from a text file, then combines that information with the user provided values to generate a python-based run script. ABAQUS, since it is based in python, can take this run script and perform the finite element analysis. This generates multiple files, but with two main files of interest are the output database *.odb and the text-based report *.dat. Both of these files contain the main simulation results, namely the natural frequencies, for the simulation. This can also be partially classified as a file IO tools since it uses verbose text files to create a python run script file. The reason for this separate category is the fact that DTOP-Cristallo also calls ABAQUS to run the analysis.

IV. REMARKS

DTOP-Cristallo https://github.com/Digital-Twin-Operational-Platform/Cristallo uses a variety of tools that is commonly used in structural engineering design. This is developed as a system-based example of the uses of a DTOP. With this use, DTOP-Cristallo mimics a portion of what is commonly sold in the industry as a digital twin, but in an open-source and modular nature compared to the proprietary and bespoke software sold. A DTOP can also be used for a research project, but is not demonstrated within DTOP-Cristallo. In a similar DTOP, it is being used for designing experimental testing. This connects the results from an experiment that automatically get stored in a database, performs an analysis, then gives the experimental conditions for the proceeding experiment. For this system, the DTOP determines the next environmental temperature used to create an accurate temperature-dependent surrogate model using the minimum number of experimental results within a specified budget.

DTOP-Cristallo is a novel tool that demonstrates an open-source and modular framework for using an operational platform to implement and access a digital twin. It contains a selection of commonly used simulations/analyses tools for a variety of structural dynamic systems. Flask is used for DTOP-Cristallo to provide a flexible interface for accessing the digital twin and its tools. DTOP-Cristallo gives access to the digital twin of a scaled three-storey structure and is able to perform a variety of simulations and give access to experimental data.

Current work in the development of DTOP-Cristallo is focused on two main aspects. The first aspect is the implementation and study of the connectivity between the digital and physical twins in an open-source framework. This is mainly comprised of two parts, first is the reading of sensors using the DTOP and secondly is the sending of information to the physical twin for situations such as manual earthquake mitigation or shutdown. The second aspect is centered around the development of a server-based version. This gives access of the digital twin to the approved users from any location and device that has internet access. Having this increases in accessibility greatly expands the usability of digital twins for remote systems and international projects.
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